About This CME Teaching Activity
This CME teaching activity is designed to provide a practical yet in-depth review of the latest trends, protocols and advances in clinical nuclear medicine. Case based lectures emphasize modern techniques, tips and pitfalls with concentration in clinical diagnosis and patient management.

Target Audience
This activity should benefit nuclear medicine physicians and radiologists. It should also benefit physicians who supervise and interpret nuclear medicine procedures. The activity should also prove valuable for physicians who order these studies.

Scientific Sponsor
Educational Symposia

Educational Objectives
At the completion of this CME teaching activity, you should be able to:

• Apply state-of-the-art protocols to assess a variety of disorders to clinical practice.
• Discuss current and future directions of nuclear medicine studies.
• Describe the role of nuclear medicine imaging when used to identify and treat cancers.
• Explain the expanding role of nuclear medicine studies in the detection and management of pulmonary, breast, abdominal and brain disorders.

No special educational preparation is required for this CME activity.

Accreditation
Physicians: Educational Symposia is accredited by the Accreditation Council for Continuing Medical Education (ACCME) to provide continuing medical education for physicians.

Educational Symposia designates this enduring material for a maximum of 11.25 AMA PRA Category 1 Credit(s)™. Physicians should claim only the credit commensurate with the extent of their participation in the activity.

SA-CME: Credits awarded for this enduring activity are designated “SA-CME” by the American Board of Radiology (ABR) and qualify toward fulfilling requirements for Maintenance of Certification (MOC) Part II: Lifelong Learning and Self-assessment.

All activity participants are required to pass a written or online test with a minimum score of 70% in order to be awarded credit. (Exam materials, if ordered, will be sent with your order.) All course participants will also have the opportunity to critically evaluate the program as it relates to practice relevance and educational objectives.

AMA PRA Category 1 Credit(s)™ for this activity may be claimed until September 30, 2019.

This CME activity was planned and produced by Educational Symposia, a leader in diagnostic imaging education since 1975.

This activity was planned and produced in accordance with the ACCME Essential Areas and Elements.
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Designated for SA-CME

This enduring material activity counts towards the SA-CME requirement for the ABR, similar to a SAM activity

Faculty

Richard K.J. Brown, M.D., FACR
Professor
Division of Nuclear Medicine
Director, General Clinical Nuclear Imaging
Department of Radiology
University of Michigan Health System
Ann Arbor, MI

Kevin J. Donohoe, M.D.
Staff Radiologist, Nuclear Medicine
Beth Israel Deaconess Med Ctr.
Assistant Professor of Radiology
Harvard Medical School
Boston, MA

Sebastian Obrzut, M.D.
Associate Professor
Department of Radiology
University of California, San Diego
San Diego, CA

Andrew T. Trout, M.D.
Assistant Professor of Radiology and Pediatrics
Cincinnati Children’s Hospital Medical Center
Cincinnati, OH

Don C. Yoo, M.D.
Associate Professor of Diagnostic Imaging (Clinical)
Rhode Island Hospital
Providence, RI
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Program

Session 1

Brain Imaging in Nuclear Medicine
Richard K.J. Brown, M.D., FACR

Infection and Inflammation Imaging
Don C. Yoo, M.D.

Bone Scintigraphy
Andrew T. Trout, M.D.

Session 2

The Role of Nuclear Medicine in Chronic Thromboembolic Pulmonary Hypertension
Sebastian Obrzut, M.D.

Nuclear Cardiology Review
Richard K.J. Brown, M.D., FACR

Patient Prep for PET/CT and Challenging Cases
Don C. Yoo, M.D.

Session 3

Hepatobiliary Imaging
Kevin J. Donohoe, M.D.

Renal Scintigraphy
Andrew T. Trout, M.D.

Session 4

Breast Specific Gamma Imaging
Sebastian Obrzut, M.D.

Clinical Applications of SPECT/CT
Richard K.J. Brown, M.D., FACR

Session 5

Sentinel Node Scintigraphy
Kevin J. Donohoe, M.D.

Tumor Imaging
Andrew T. Trout, M.D.

Radium 223 Therapy
Sebastian Obrzut, M.D.

Session 6

Update on Radioiodine Ablation for Thyroid Cancer
Don C. Yoo, M.D.

Communicating Risks of Radiation Exposure
Kevin J. Donohoe, M.D.

Challenging Cases with Panel Discussion
Moderator: Richard K.J. Brown, M.D., FACR
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**ORDER ONLINE Or Call (800) 338-5901 To Purchase**

### WATCH ON
AMA PRA Category 1 Credit(s)™
Available until September 30, 2016

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BUY BOTH AND SAVE</th>
<th>DVD</th>
<th>USB</th>
<th>ON-DEMAND</th>
<th>SUBTOTAL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2016 Clinical Nuclear Medicine</td>
<td>$1,265</td>
<td>$1,265</td>
<td>$1,250</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2016 PET/CT Imaging</td>
<td>$795</td>
<td>$795</td>
<td>$787.50</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**SYLLABUS:** USB INCLUDED with USB or DVD Purchase • Full Color Printed $95.00 each

| 2016 Clinical Nuclear Medicine • Full Color Printed $95.00 each | # ______________ # ______________ ______________ |
| 2016 PET/CT Imaging • Full Color Printed $95.00 each | # ______________ # ______________ ______________ |

**CME APPLICATION** 1 application required per person

| 2016 Clinical Nuclear Medicine | Paper # ______________ Online # ______________ at $95 each |
| 2016 PET/CT Imaging | Paper # ______________ Online # ______________ at $95 each |

**CME ADD PACKS** Includes Video Series, Syllabus & CME Application after initial purchase for additional users.

| 2016 Clinical Nuclear Medicine | CME Type: Paper # ______________ Online # ______________ at $295 each |
| 2016 PET/CT Imaging | CME Type: Paper # ______________ Online # ______________ at $295 each |

**SHIPPING** Customer is solely responsible for the cost of duties, customs, tariffs, import fees and/or other costs associated with your order

| Domestic | Ground Shipping INCLUDED | Overnight ($75) | 2nd Day ($45) | 3rd Day ($30) |
| International* | $175 (excluding Canada or Mexico) Canada* | $75 |

**CME APPLICATION** 1 application required per person

| 2016 Clinical Nuclear Medicine | Paper # ______________ Online # ______________ at $95 each |
| 2016 PET/CT Imaging | Paper # ______________ Online # ______________ at $95 each |

**CME ADD PACKS** Includes Video Series, Syllabus & CME Application after initial purchase for additional users.

| 2016 Clinical Nuclear Medicine | CME Type: Paper # ______________ Online # ______________ at $295 each |
| 2016 PET/CT Imaging | CME Type: Paper # ______________ Online # ______________ at $295 each |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STREAMING</th>
<th>SUBTOTAL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Included</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**STREAMING**

| 2016 Clinical Nuclear Medicine | Paper # ______________ Online # ______________ at $195.00 each |
| 2016 PET/CT Imaging | Paper # ______________ Online # ______________ at $195.00 each |

**SHIPPING** Customer is solely responsible for the cost of duties, customs, tariffs, import fees and/or other costs associated with your order

| Domestic | Ground Shipping INCLUDED | Overnight ($75) | 2nd Day ($45) | 3rd Day ($30) |
| International* | $175 (excluding Canada or Mexico) Canada* | $75 |

**CME APPLICATION** 1 application required per person

| 2016 Clinical Nuclear Medicine | Paper # ______________ Online # ______________ at $95 each |
| 2016 PET/CT Imaging | Paper # ______________ Online # ______________ at $95 each |

**CME ADD PACKS** Includes Video Series, Syllabus & CME Application after initial purchase for additional users.

| 2016 Clinical Nuclear Medicine | CME Type: Paper # ______________ Online # ______________ at $295 each |
| 2016 PET/CT Imaging | CME Type: Paper # ______________ Online # ______________ at $295 each |

**STREAMING**

| 2016 Clinical Nuclear Medicine | Paper # ______________ Online # ______________ at $195.00 each |
| 2016 PET/CT Imaging | Paper # ______________ Online # ______________ at $195.00 each |

**SHIPPING** Customer is solely responsible for the cost of duties, customs, tariffs, import fees and/or other costs associated with your order

| Domestic | Ground Shipping INCLUDED | Overnight ($75) | 2nd Day ($45) | 3rd Day ($30) |
| International* | $175 (excluding Canada or Mexico) Canada* | $75 |

**SUBTOTAL**

**DOMESTIC**

- Ground Shipping INCLUDED
- Overnight ($75)
- 2nd Day ($45)
- 3rd Day ($30)

**INTERNATIONAL**

- $175 (excluding Canada or Mexico)
- Canada* $75

**GRAND TOTAL**

**MAIL**
Check payable to:
Educational Symposia
5620 West Sligh Avenue
Tampa, Florida 33634-4490

**FAX**
(800) 344-0668 (U.S. & Canada)
(813) 806-1001

**PHONE**
(800) 338-5901 (U.S. & Canada)
(813) 806-1000

**INTERNET**
On DVD or USB: www.edusymp.com
On-Demand: www.docmeded.com